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PREFACE

The poems in this collection were written during the past
two years, from 1977-1979.

As the reader will quickly see, much

of my work has been in the surrealist mode, with greater emphasis
upon association of images than upon strict logical progression.
But I am not a surrealist: I make use of certain surrealist
devices to explore aspects of circumstances and conditions and
to get at symbols from what Jung called the Collective Unconscious
(as popularly understood-- not in any strict sense).

While when I

first began to write I delighted in strange and unusual images
for their own sake, I quickly tired of these games.
I hope the sections into which I divided my poems will help
to reveal the different directions I have been moving in: for
example, the first section reflects my interest in Japanese and
Chinese poetry; here the images are homely and earthy rather than
surreal.

The poems in section four, by contrast, are more discursive

and attempt a somewhat more complex development; they certainly
derive from Western as opposed to Eastern influences.

And in section

five I have attempted a kind of riddling, and therefore serious,
humor.
Appendix A is devoted to a discussion of the creative process
as I participate in it; I tell how one of my poems came into being
and show its stages of development.
Appendix B contains various assigned metrical exercises which
were undertaken to demonstrate command of traditional meters.

One

Though the leaves are many, the root is one • • •
--H. B. Yeats

3

Night

His call from the house,
the electric lights groping
down the hill, in the trees-
I can't hear the words.

When I reach the bottom,
luminous clouds
moving in the river.

4

The Dream

The night hammered from gold,
a dream like a web
scatters through my eyes.

The room misplaces itself.
When I look up ,
cold windows float in morning.

5

The Woods

Will the wounds creep from the wood's dark edge?
Godded pines,
reach of clouds, fall of wind.
There is a name in the needles.
We are both alone.

6

West Virginia

mountains are lumbering in the dusk
eaten hollow by caves.
that drip in patient dark

dry fence lines
remember the feel of snow
score the curved whales' backs

train tracks are writhing
in dream
frightened of heights
fall like limp rope
at mountains' crushing feet

7

7 haiku

1.

The stream so cr ooked-
distortion of the stones' sleep,
the warp of water.

2.
Rainbow on mountain,
curving hair on your shoulders-
a bright ghost-- your face!

3.
These bones wear blossoms
in their leaves-- they sway in breeze.
Dogs wailing far off.

4.

Tonight, seven stars
fallen.

Wooden chairs creaking,

trembling on this porch.

8

5.
No, roses are blooms-No, no-- they are cruel thorns-
They are stalks so tough.

6.

0-- the crash of light
when the moon peeps around clouds-
clouds so very black!

7.
Dark blue gather-- clouds-A knife-- crooked-- yellow-- gone!
Hammer smash, shake.

Rain.

9

winter haiku

--the elide of moonlight-milk glow of lichen-- footprints
frozen in stiff snow--

Two

And say I was born far from home • • •
--W. S. Merwin

11

3 Riddles

l.

All bones
are sore beneath the flesh.
What are roads old
with lasting?

2.

Old trees insist
on stiffness
in the wind.
Do all men who say they drow n
clutch at other men?

3.
You ask you for you:
the answer is impossible.
Who walks into the new day
to find
he no longer lives?

12

Wake

What men have bedded ghosts, ghosts that seemed women,
women that spread their crooked legs, their sticky loins
losing stars and ruined moons from their skulls?
What men wake to windows shattered by starlight
to call out three times
then know their throats have been empty for years?

13

She Tells

She tells when daddy was a boy he
poured kerosene on c ats, put matches to them,
watched them run through the fields.

Now the old house is a cracked heap, and,
inside, the mirrors are turned against the walls.
The rooms all wait to float in dark, in weeds.

We've all seen death run through
the fields.

14

The Rectory, Sunday Afternoon

Lean-faced, a slightly forward posture,
"But modern music seems so emotionless, unmotivated,"
Motioning toward the black turning piano concerto.
The wife sips from the cut glass glass, nods.
The rising glass, the light gorging the sherry,
Suddenly, an exploding bursting brand.
Across the room, the lean-faced priest,
An expression held for a moment, as if
The soul is no broken grinding wheel,
No wheel that wears away
And wears itself away in wearing.
The other man strikes a match,
Abstractly fires his pipe.

15

Edward Wheary

Flexed jaw, red beard, icons dark on wall.
Bent over the cot, stuffing the rucksack,
"You think Christianity is assynine,"
low voice, monotone.
From outside, headlights reach the lowered window shade,
car prowling damp road.
Staring down, "I hope it wasn't my madness,"
in ditches, the wine lost.

16

The Economic Policies of the United State of America, 1979-
An Allegory

The blind architects search for the braille of a thread
that will lead them through the crazy halls,
the dark halls smeared with their people's blood, tears.

With their lips they describe
the stepping through the gaping wall into
the cold night, crisp with stars and a moon.
They tell this, though their eyes could never see a star.

The closeness of the passage magnifies each move they make;
each gesture becomes like a crashing bridge.
In this hour there must be no wrong move.

Now one man panics, accuses,
"If the blind must lead us, it cannot be you
who mistake that you see--"

The words fall only on
the stark spikes of the Minotaur-the thing huddled, slumbering fitfully, dreamlessly,
at the last turn-- the one we have not taken yet.

17

May 1978, Zaire

They halted the Red Cross truck,
marched the two volunteers down the dirt path,
out into the field, shot them,
flies jolted at mirages.

I hear the joke of the wound
imprinted in the stones, in the fields.
There is no voice
to listen for its own echo.

Killing is maeical,
the black men lose their arms to the day.
There is no fury in the corners of their lips.
Again.

So?

Again.

Is there meaning

to the word again?
Do we forget it even
as it itches inside our skin?

18

Iran, 1979

While people starve, the meat rots in the shops.
Again the generals die against the walls.
The people, like children, still carry your picture.
Your pictures shiver abov.e the nervous crush.
At the window you wiggle your wrist, look at your feet,
your beard a bandit's mask.
The women dressed in black stretch their arms to your window.
Again the mob will be a hammer crashing a sparrow's back.

19

Many

Many have died already, their heads bent down as if
they dug their own holes to lie in.

Their own words

deceived themselves, though they sounded like
hammers smashing sparks from other flying hammers.

Here in this place, so many move forward in jerks and spurts,
so slowly, if at all.

We all have lain ourselves in the black grass

to let our shadows walk upright, their mouths moving.
I heard my shadow call to me as if it were my wife.

I have known my mouth to fill with words that
belonged to men I never knew.

I, myself, have seen

the starlings lost in the sky, men who read the signs of God,
men who held their hands against the rain.

20

Permanence

In life we sacrifice to do.
F inally, the sacrifice becomes our life.

Falling men will search for handholds in roads,
but, f or now, we are:
our promises are the shadows of crows
speeding over dark waters.

21

Going

I find in the deeps of my palm dogs that claw the drunken moon,
men that are broken bows, women that sleep in
smeared lipstick-- our sighs have long
been lost in the cries of wheat fields and the massive cherries that
wait on the branch for crooked beaks of doll-eyed birds.
Our smiles have long been lost in the swaying pitch of trees past night
where the gesture of sharks glide in and out of the dreamt-up boughs,
the moon ruined, rattling anciently in improvised clockwork.
I find the quiet snake that soothes the r,rass of the fields.
I find the memory of his skinny star-lit dazzle,
men who cradle in their arms their own jumbled wreckage, ask to be healed,
recite their names, sink into the pent-up ground.

22

Predecessor

I have been destroyed by time; I am being destroyed by time.
Death is at my side, unangerable, uncontrollable,
creating every second what it destroys.

I

carry my name in my mouth like betrayal.
hope against hope.

I live

I am not a man,

but an anonymous predecessor, one of a race, a species,
fighting its way long and hard backward,
struggling long and hard to slip downhill.

Now

Three

The ears are senseless that should give us hearing • • .
Hamlet ( V, ii)

24

Ingleside Farm

On a plantation outside Richmond there are two �raves,
the graves of a statesman and his wife.
The iron angels are rusted; one day they will be just rust.
The earth stupidly swallows.
The one who could erect a mansion could not stop being
a red coal rolling for a moment across snow
to then drop deep inside.
When I saw the graves my mind worked fast,
but there was no thought in the dirt I stood on;
it waited, not knowing what waiting was.

25

Desire

The man in the afternoon street
desires until he lies down
in the dust of the street
to become the dust of the street.

26

Survival is a Continual Process

I began by thinking it possible.
I continued by ignoring doubt.
Soon I began to pretend, while
blocking out all thought.
Next I felt very weary,
carried sickness heavy as lead.
Finally I acknowledged
my own disillusionment.
I stopped.
I grew weary of motionlessness.
I began again,
this time elsewere.

27

The Act of Survival

Soon I will again greet
what refuses to be greeted.

For a moment I experience the illusion
of forward movement and in that moment
I am moving forward i

I have known the shovel that screams at the earth
and, in turn, I have jabbed it deep into
the tree's side.

If to pose the question is the question's answer,
we call ourselves whole at that moment
of delirium, placing a stone upon a stone,
motioning for the next stone.

28

The Art of Survival

To survive you scratch the earth for stones
in the eleventh hour.
The crisis passes, still
you scratch the earth.
You continue to scratch the earth always,
always wondering how to stop,
wondering where in the darkness your daughters have wandered
and when.
You wonder what the last words were said by your wife
and when she stopped speaking.
Now you look up and wonder that
you have scratched out your own grave.

29

360

When you look far ahead
into the mountains you walk behind yourself.

When your shadow spreads long behind you
you walk ahead of yourself.

When you shield your eyes from the sun
the moon travels in its own sphere.

You must watch the dazzling lake
to know the knife of its heart.

When people walk in a line
you must walk as if deaf and dumb.

When you are deaf and dumb you
must listen closely, must speak loudly.

30

Alternatives for Doomed Men

A burning man should keep his eyes
1) to the furnace
2) beyond the furnace

A drowning man should
1) remember to force his entire life to pass before him in
an instant
2) swim downward

A man who becomes insane should
1) walk into the new day
2) observe the chariots that flay the stars and night

An unconscious man should
1) attack the dream that imposes itself
2') motion his hands to seize the handle of the ax

A man who no longer cares should
1) realize it no longer matters
2) know the eclipse that ransacks the afternoon

31
A man who is a prisoner should
1) dream of keyholes
2) learn to walk through walls

The man who is consumed by his anger should
1) rejoice in his anger
2) burn the house in which his wife and children dream

The man who is assassinated should
1) regard the path of the bullet that takes three thousand years
to pass from the gun to his heart
. 2) steal the tongue of his assassin and hold it up to the eyes
of the people

A man who suffocates should
1) overlook the highways that careen into the sea
2) t rick the air to invade his lungs

The man who becomes lost in himself should
1) again become an embryo
2) feel the sticks rattle that are his ribs

The man who diffuses like smoke as he desperately calls for
help should

32

1) no longer call, for all the ears of the walls are turned
elsewere
2) discover patience in his own metamorphasis

The man who awakes to discover his soul has frozen to impenetrable
ice s hould
1) divide that which calls itself whole
2) feel the solidity of his soul forward against all that has
grown suddenly weak

33

Negotiation

Now
continue discussing how to start,
the procedure for beginning.
Place one word in front of another-
the journey from one point in space
to the same point in space.

Sink deeper into your chair-- deeper.
Join your mother who is lost in the earth.

Outside, mummies limp through cracked streets.
The old women rip out their hearts, try
to thaw them on the sidewalks.

34

Holding Holes

l.
There is no holding but in your own hand,
your hand that is a dark thorn,
the early morning beating against
dismantling night.

2.
You look down at your palm;
you find you carry a hole.
You will never again carry anything else.
You will never again be able to hold things back.
3,
A hole is that by which
nothing can remain.
A hole is that which
you carry like a message.

4.

Though you carry the hole,
you may never deliver it.

35

Then you convince yourself
there is no need to.

5.
Soon the entire universe
will slide through:your palm like
the camel speeding through the needle's eye.
Then?

four

Go, Child of God, upon the sinv,in� desert.
--Thomas Merton

37

The Act of Suffering

Even now as I talk to you, class of eighteen-year-olds,
slouched in your chairs, the one who scrawls in her notebook's margin,
the one who whips his wristwatch into more than his eyes' easy access,
which one of you lies in your bed each night needing to push the
gun against your head,
while, nearby, your roommate breathes in the darkness,
while in the next room wine is drunk,
while downstairs the bored students sprawl before a television?

38

You Walk By the Brink, But You Don't Look Down

At a second storey window a woman is screaming.
The people look up, but do not understand,

with bodies only anvils for the soul,
each living being is
the scream buried deep inside the tongue.

For example, these two p eople.
While they chat quietly in a room,
one is falling faster than any lead weight
down the deepest tunnel.

At 2:35 in the afternoon
you are more naked than ever before.

39

Whose Spirit is This? We Said

I recognize you. You are all
That has eluded me.
--Charles Simic

Hhy is a man exiled at
a broken road that continues to meet itself?
A man is a black cup
in an utterly dark room.

Why does a blind man continue
to fill his clothes in the magenta of dawn?
A man is the word with which
he denies his own actions.

The cage of a man's chest
imprisons his heart:
he is the nature of the knife-the handle and the blade.

Why does a man toil
purposefully to lose his soul?
His existence is a memory
falsified by time.

40

Why, wherever a man walks,
does the dust yell at his heels?
A man is his own voice
in his sleep.

Why can a man not go back
nor ever pretend to?
A man crosses a slaving place
of body and soul.

Hhy is a man a stone that finds
it has a tongue?
When the stone finds it has a toneue
it asks for itself.

In the streets men discuss
that they walk upright:
the ones who explain they are alive
offer lies.

What is the creature
that escapes?
In a world where all ways lead backward
each creature escapes.

41
Why does a man carry his name in his mouth
like an angry thorn?
A man believes that if he has a name,
then he must also have a soul.

What is the myth that
a man can touch what he loves?
Any man that extends his hand
will never retreive it.

In the ruin
of an adult heart, why does a man
beg the cracking walls, ignore them,
forget them?

42

You Must Walk Blind in the Day's Glare

The great image has no shape.
Tao Te Ching

Look down at sky under your feet,
know fever in your hands like yelping dogs.

Your feet have measured pointed stairs, your eyes
have estimated stars to create a way.

You counted dark birds that careened in the sun,
saw the lines in your hands d rastically change.

You met solitary women whose eyes were water,
they became dust in your dry lips.

You saw the leaves undone in the lake's bottom,
the drift of gods across the surface.

You saw windows stretch throughout a mesa,
the sunlight flaring like many shields.

You witnessed men like weathervanes, black with rust,

43

their voices metal grinding metal.

You saw the glowing wolf cross the night, called it moon,
saw its halo of jagged stars.

You told how men can fall to pieces,
then left, carried your lips and tongue in the shadows of morning.

You told yourself how men can throw themselves away,
then forgot the legs you walked on, the hands you touched with.

You held the laugh of a jackal to the face of a joke,
shadows filled your throat until you gagged.

Dogs were dumbstruck in the streets,
you saw men walk beyond themselves, the sun like steel.

You heard of men spread out against the sun and moon
to become the shadows of other men.

You heard of men with two bodies,
glares of sunlight that walked the fields.

Your voice made halos in the night, crashed against doors
that forgot themselves in their closing.

44

You tried to remember the name of anything,
spent your sperm with no memory.

You held your wife like the surprize of wheat fields,
where seven crows descend, then one man lifts his hand.

You smelled the stink of the twelve numbers
on the face of the clock.

Men spoke to you who were the hands of clocks or compasses
broken from unending turning.

Men were shadows of shadows,
men were shadows of shadows of shadows.

Shadows without owners hunted
rooms without owners, and you were a seed in your own spine.

You held the fox's beating heart,
the blood was numinous on your palms.

You carried your bones like sticks hidden in the tree's shadow,
lost memory of morning in the evening's arrival.

In your head was the image of a weathered stone,
you held it for years until it became the smell of water.

45

You found men who were doorways that other men
passed through forever.

You knew men who became lost in doorways where
there was no thread to lead them back.

You found the stars nailed in the trees, heard the scraping
of the moon against the night.

The old house you knew has become a cracked harp
that rings on the wind, the plough lost in the earth.

You watch t.v. in a room that has exploded,
you close your eyes on the day, the door clashes in the wind.

You open your eyes to find the door straining back like a bow,
through it you see the light of your own body spread against asphalt.

You find yourself spread through the room like
a dream repeated for the thousandth time.

Somewhere there is a daughter you are son to,
somewhere there is a mother you are father to.

Somewhere there is a man trying again
to remember your face.

46

Rising from your chair, you hear your voice in the other room,
it speaks of places you don't remember.

You are a door,
you tell yourself you are a solid wall.

47

sonnet

Who seeks himself shall lose himself.
--Richard Eberhart

Even still the days are angry dogs
when recalling the way of the old time-
so many years like mindless cogs:
the many circles end in one straight line.
Every past there is forgets the past;
those you dearly loved are only guests.
The selves yo u've been are finally cast
where the angry hammer always rests,
where the hand must clutch at what it is,
but will never close on anything.
Whe re a man searches for what is his,
he must trace his path inside a ring.
But where a man knows he can never find,
the many circles stop in one straight line.

48

Sonnet for Someone or Other

A night spent dreaming of another song
For you, no other dark-haired girl, for you.
Hallucinated vision passing through
A language you cannot make out, a tongue
You've never heard before, spoken among
The cramped sidewalks where cars are slick with dew,
Where cigarettes are handled by a few
Sleepless shadows searching their way along.

Who knows now what is right and what's a lie
When hourly searching for a way to cheat
The wasting time as it is thrusting by?
Only the uncompleted is complete
In a world where all things born momently die,
Where worried strangers pass and do not meet.

Five

In the midst of death we are in life. Both ends meet.
--James Joyce

50

Breakfast

The walls have bandages, bandage your ears
while you sleep, while you read the newspaper.

Doorways have no windows, are opaque,
unless standing wide open.

Then you open your palms to the walls,
close your languid eyes.

Leave the morning paper unturned, hear the stereo
jolting in another room.

There is something here that must be said, or else
the milk man will die in his tracks.

There is something here that must be thought out loud,
must be stated by way of tongue,

or perhaps your wife will be lost in her bed sheets.
Or perhaps she will not be lost in her bed sheets.

51
The forks are patient on the table,
your hands drift into the tablecloth.

Today someone will phone you, tell you,
that, in his sleep, he has forgotten your name.

52

Post Card

I admit that when you left that
delapidated room in southern Vireinia
one week ago to the day that
you forgot an integral component
necessary for your continued existence.
I knew this as I heard you start your car.
You were there in the dirt path
in the midst of the wheat field.
The sun heated the gridle
of your car's hood.
I am aware that even now you feel
the absence in your solar plexis
as if it were an unsatisfied mouth.
You cry out even as you read these words.
I am sorry to be the one to tell you
that there is no more time.

l

t

53

Linear Progression

We all walk a perfectly straight path.
We are born in one place and travel
until we reach that exact coordinate
at which we are to die.
Some of us carry baggage full of anvils.
Some of us are the anvils inside the paggage.

54

Undertaking

You dance carefully on your own e;rave.
If you are even more careful
you can open your eyes,
see beyond your very eyelids.

55

Cartesian Supplement

I try, therefore I am.
I fear, therefore I am.
I anger, therefore I am.
I hate, therefore I am.
I give up, therefore I am.
I attempt again, therefore I am.
I guess, therefore I am.
I deny, therefore I am.
I lie to myself, therefore I am.
I feel paranoia, therefore I am.
I change, therefore I am.
I restructure my life, therefore I am.
I run like hell, therefore I am.
etc.

56

The Proverb

There is something to that proverb that you
often repeated
as we both stood discussing
with foreign voices.
But that proverb is lost forever-I will never repeat it; it is locked
in my mind like a mouth clamped shut.
What was it?

57

Plan

Objective 1:

To walk upright, unlike an animal.

Objective 2:

To think, unlike an animal.

Objective 3:

To become neurotic, unlike an animal.

Objective 4:

To fight one's neurosis; to attempt, somehow , somewa y,
to discover the simplicity of an animal.

58

Narcissus

A man's foehead crashing against the sound
of his own name repeated again and again.

I look deep into my palm
and find the night sky complete with stars.

I look up into my face and fall
far beyond the yellow wheat fields, the blatant day.

I
I

59

Paleolith

man break down

rain lick tree

bird kiss leaf

deer break sky

path in snow

deer-two-step

man scream name

hold his pants

60

The Roa d is Circular (An Endnote)

The barns burn in the horses' eyes;
the sickle burns in the stars
raised against a man's brown, aged face.
The rake of the Milky Way,
an ovary.

Appendix A
How I Wrote a Poem

62

I wanted to escape writing in hard images and to find some way
to writ e in a more straightforward voice-- something that would require
no "translation" (an inexact word) from the language of symbols.

I

had had this plan forming in my mind for some time when the feelings
for a poem finally came to me.

I sat down to fit my feelings into

this discursive framework.

4/19/77

WhY do we all? Why? What for? Why must we all?
I find the blackness of dance leaping from an old man's head,
and I tell you, again and again, I do not know the secret
of why ou r shoes must be always filled.
I do not know the secret of why our shadows must drag us before them.
I do no- know the secret of when the stone finds it has a ton ue.
I tell you once again that there is nothing ior us here but th company
of dust that is yelling;
nothing
here but the dead that constantly tell us that
is
e
and ther
they are still living;
and there is nothing here but men discussing that they walk upright.
I will tell you that I hate the unknowing that forever asserts itself,
the unknowing that I hate that is born of itself,
the unknowing that I hate that is plentiful on the face of the earth.
It is too l ate for us to pretend that we are born with eyes and ears.

4/21/77

What is there now to do?
There is only not-doing.

We have reached the end of doing.

In the heart of the wall
is the slave .
·,;e have passed the shards lost to the earth.
They are eyes.

63

In the heart of the slave
is the wall.
We can never go back, nor can we pretend to.
We cross the slaving place of body and soul.
Sometimes the dead carry mouths, then we cannot listen.
The stone is loud as a tongue.
Every day we close our eyes.
We will never remember when we are death's prey.
What is there?
Is there?

Who is there?

There are the bones beneath our flesh.
There are the ways beneath our feet.
There are the mountain and the plain
that sink into a man's shadow.
There is the tree that nourishes
from the invisible river.
There is the qui ck and endless day
instilled in a man's skull.

When writing these two poems I had the idea of fitting them in
as sections of a very long poem.

My overall concept began to fall

apart, though, and I began to see that there were problems with these
t wo poems as well.

The first poem, especially, was much too stiff.

But the main problem with both of them was that there was no "anchor"
for them.

They were words floating in space with no framework to

connect them, to anchor them, to our day-to-day existence.

The poems

were like conclusions without the proofs to lead up to the conclusions.
One solution I considered was to begin the poem with a straight
from-life narrative.

I would describe concrete events that would lead

64

into the meditations of these two poems that I had already written.
There were problems here, though.

The events in my life that had

actually sparked the poems were non-dramatic and quite dull.

Also

it has always been difficult for me to write poems I liked about
simple day-to-day actions (something I have always admired in Gary
Snyder's work).

So I could think of no satisfactory way to lead

into the poem this way, even by fabricating events to serve as a
point of departure.
I later made a few more experiments:

5/25/77

Each man will listen for the echo of his own voice forever.
We all continue;
we are all anonymous predecessors;
we are all crippled with movement.
All blind men shall fill their clothes in the magenta of dawn,

7/24/78
l.
In a place where there is no more strength
to fight your way backward,
where you have struggled long and hard
to slip downhill,
your eyes itch with blindness.

2.
There is danger in the handshake
of the man who no longer has hands,
for then all blind men fill their clothes
in dawn's magenta.
We all, anonymous predecessors.
3.

As we are buried we sing to ourselves
with wooden lips.
We learn other voices than those with which we are born.
We die with other voices than those we teach ourselves.
We cast shadows on our servants' broken feet.
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4.

When nothing is left to lose
there is beginning.
Even then all promises are cries of anger.
There is no past; it has forgotten itself.
There is no done, only doing.

In this last poem I tried to find a framework through the
mechanical device of portioning the poem into numbered sections.
This has worked in some other poems I have written that were similarly
unmanagable.

When the poem is broken up into short sections there

is a tendency to read each unit as a separate entity.

In turn, the

separate entities are connected psychologically as the reader sees
them connected by consecutive numbers.

The numbers and some set

stanza length (here I chose to use five-line stanzas) give a cohesiveness
to the poem.
Of course, there has to be more than this.

The use of numbers

and an arbitrary stanza length will not create a logical flow in a
poem.

The logical flow must already be in a poem, even though it

may not at first be apparent.
does not create a logical

The use of numbers and stanza divisions

flow, but more brings it out.

Once again

I had sought unsuccessfully to find an anchor for my words.

But once

again the poem had turned out as a jumble of pronouncements-- fortune
cookie truths.

8/6/78

1.

I find ' he blackness of dance leaping from an old man's head.
A ain and again I do not know the secret
of why our shoes must be always filled,
of why our shadows drag us before them.
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2.

At one o'clock it is cold,
nothing but men discussing that they walk upright.
He drops his heart like a steel weight,
loses his soul on purpose.
Silence sucks its fill. I am thirsty.
I drink. There is no water.
3.

Soon there are woman who limp from store to store.
Time for a break.
She falters into the back room.
The company of dust is yelling.
In this experiment I again tried the use of numbered sections.
Also I worked with a more direct use of the first person voice to
break down the stilted formality of the earlier versions which had
used the collective we and, in some cases, a very stiff

l•

In this version I played with third person viewpoint as well.
I was still working with the idea of unifying the poem through
dramatic action-- in this case surreal action rather than simple
day-to-day action.

8/ 14/78

You know exile where the road is broken and
meets itself again and again,
the blind men filling their clothes
in the magenta of dawn.
There is danger in the handshake of
the man who no longer has hands:
he casts his shadow on
his servants' broken feet.
In the lost night
you give the many walls ears and mouths,
keep your back to the many places
that dog you.

You are
a n anonymous predecessor.
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In the cracked streets you hear the men
discussing that they walk upright,
the blackness of dance leaping
f rom an old man's head.
When y ou meet the men who call themselves
a live, you offer a lie.
In a mirror
you watch yourself disintegrate,
:hen you are a stone
that finds it has a tongue.
When the stone finds its tongue
you ask you for you.
You dream of actions until
the actions never occur.
You enter an infinity of rooms until
you realize you have no bearings.
You struggle long and hard until
you realize you are struggling backward.
You look back until
your mother is brittle in your dreams of running.
You follow your way back until
you throw the cliffs of your fists.
You look far ahead until
you see your limping brothers who follow in the dust that yells.
Your enemy waits in a place of darkness until
your friend waits in a place of darkness.
The house is crammed with darkness until
anger seeps through every pore like sweat.
When the stone finds it has a tongue,
you find you have a tongue.

In this section I was making notes more than anything.

I had

had some success in other poems using the two line stanza as a cohesive
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motif.

But, once again, there was no organic cohesiveness to the

poem to be brought out by the mechanical technique.

11/ 12/78

I
I
I
I

had entered an infinity of rooms until
had no bearings.
had struggled long and hard until
knew I struggled backward.

I know I am a blind man
filling his clothes in the magenta of dawn.
I know the last step I take
will be in a place I am not resigned to.
I know the last breath I take
will be a stranger to my lungs.

The above was an experiment with a sort of confessional/
philosophical first person voice.

Again, nothing would solidify.

Finally one evening I was playing with a few ideas.

I wrote

out a poem with a framework of one question (a general question
concerning the nature of man) followed by a series of surreal answers.
The poem is reproduced below.

12/ /78

How can a man with a soul made of one single molecule seem to be a man?
He is a bl�ck cup in an utterly dark room,
He is the true nature of the knife (not the handle, the blade).
He is the sound of his own breathing on the telephone as he waits.
He is the sound of the escaping shoe.
He is memory falsified by time.
He is rain inside rivers.
He is his own voice in his sleep.
He is the dream forgotten in the morning that still exists.
He is the fly that lights on the lips of the dying woman.
He is the intake of breath before the undertaking.
He is the word with which he denies his actions.
He is the trigger of the revolver that' has not yet been touched.
He is the door through which he will one day bolt.
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I liked something about this sketc h of a poem and finally
decided it was the casual question-answer framework (a technique I
had played with before).

The idea occur�ed that I could work the

notes I had been toying with and rearranging for so long into this
framework.

The question-answer technical device would give a

framework to the poem-- a dialogue, the identity of the speakers
being irrelevant.

Also I decided to interweave various hard surreal

images from the Dec. 4 poem as well as from other poems to give some
substance to counterbalance some of the pure discursive passages.
Most of the hard surreal passages are clustered at the beginning of
the poem.

After the concrete opening stanzas, the poem moves into

almost pure discursive voice.

The question-answer technique and the

concrete images used in this particular combination turned out to
be a usable anchor device for the discursive passages that I wanted
to include, but which I did not want to sound like platitudes.
finished product is below.

12/11/78
Why is a man exiled at
a broken road that continues to meet itself?
A man is a black cup
in an utterly dark room.
Why does a blind man continue
to fill his clothes in the magenta of dawn?
A man is the word with which
he denies his own actions.
The cage of a man's chest
imprisons his heart:
he is the nature of the knife-
the handle and the blade.

The
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Why does a man toil
purposefully to lose his soul?
His existence is a memory
falsified by time.
Hhy, wherever a man walks,
does the dust yell at his heels?
A man is his own voice
in his sleep.
Why can a man not go back
nor ever pretend to?
A man crosses a slaving place
of body and soul.
Why is a man a stone that finds
it has a tongue?
When the stone finds it has a tongue
it asks for itself.
In the streets men d iscuss
that they walk upright:
the ones who explain they are alive
offer lies.
What
that
In a
each

is the creature
escapes?
world where all ways lead backward
creature escapes.

Why does a man carry his name in his mouth
like an angry thorn?
A man believes that if he has a name,
then he must also have a soul.
ilhat is the myth that
a man can touch what he loves?
Any man that extends his hand
will never retreive it.
In the ruin
of an adult heart, why does a man
beg the cracking walls, ignore them,
forget them?

Appendix B
Some Exercises in Conventional Form
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Gray's "Elegy Hritten in a Country Churchyard" Changed From
Pentameter to Tetrameter

The curfew tolls the knell of dav,
The herd winds slowly o'er the lea,
The plowman homeward plods his way,
And leaves the world to dark and me,

Now fades the landscape on the sight,
And all the air a stillness holds,
Save where the beetle wheels his flight,
And tinklings lull the distant fold;

Save from the ivy-mantled tower
The owl does to the moon complain
Of such, as wandering near her bower,
Molest her solitary reign.

Beneath those elms, that yew tree's shade,
Where heaves the turf in many a heap,
Each in his cell forever laid,
The fathers of the hamlet sleep.
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\

The cell of incense-breathing Morn,
The twittering from the straw-built shed,
The cock's shrill clarion, or the horn,
No more shall rouse them from their bed.

For them no more the heath shall burn,
Or housewife ply her evening care;
l!o children run to their sire's return,
Or climb his knees a kiss to share.

Did harvests to their sickle yield,
Their furrow of t the glebe has broke;
How gay they drove their team afield!
l!ow bowed the woods beneath their stroke!

Let not Ambition mock their toil,
Their joys and destiny obscure;
!!or Grandeur hear with a smile
The simple annals of the poor.

The boast.of heraldry and power,

All that beauty or wealth e'er gave,

Must wait the inevitable hour.
Glory leads but to a grave.
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Nor proud impute to these the fault,
Should men to them no trophies raise,
Where through the long-drawn aisle and vault
The anthem swells to notes of praise,

Can win or animated bust
Back to its mansion call its breath?
Can IIonor' s voice provoke the dust,
Or Flattery soothe the ear of Death?

Perhaps in this lost spot is laid
Some heart once full with cosmic fire;
!lands that an empire might have swayed,
Or waked to glee the living lyre,

But Knowledge to their eyes her page
Rich with all time would not unroll;
Chill Penury repressed their rage,
And froze the current of the soul.

Full many a gem of ray serene,
The dark caves of the ocean bear:
Flowers are born to blush unseen,
Waste sweetness on the desert air.
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So me town Hampden with dauntless breas t
The tyrant of his fields withstood:
,.:,ome m ute, low Mil ton here may rest,
C'

Some Cr omwell guiltless of his blood.
The applause of senates to comman d,
Pai n's and ruin's threat's to despise,
To scatter plenty o'e r a land,
Read history in a nation's eyes,
Their lot forbade: nor writ alone
Their vi rtues, but thei r crimes confined;
Not to wade through death to a throne ,
Shu t n ot mercy's gates to mankind.

The pang's of conscious tru th to hide,
To quench the blushes of wrong shame,
Or heap the mon ument of Pride
With ince nse burn t at Muse's flame.

Far from the crowd's ignoble strife,
Their wishes never learned to stray;
At the sequeste red va le of life
They kept the tenor of thei r way.
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E'en these bones from insult to protect
Some frail shrine still erected nigh,
With raw and shapeless sculpture decked,
Implores the tribute of a sigh.

Their names spelt by the unlettered Muse,
The place of elegy supply:
The Holy texts around she strews,
That teach the moralist to die.

Who to f orgetfulness a

prey,

This anxious being e'er resigned,
Left the warm precincts of the day,
!for cast one lingering look behind?

On some fond breast the soul relies,
Some drops the closing eye requires;
From the tomb the voice of Nature cries,
Even in our ashes live their fires.

For these, who mindful of the lost dead
Dost in these lines their tale relate;
If chance, by contemplation led,
Some spirit shall inquire thy fate.
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Some hoary-heeled swain may say,
"'de have seen him at peeping dawn
Brushing with steps the dews away
To me�t the sun upon the lawn.

"There at the foot of yonder beech
That wreathes its old wild roots so high,
His length at noontide would he stretch,
Pose as the brook that babbles by.

"Hard by yon wood, smiling in scorn,
Muttering his fancies he would move,
Now droopine, wan, like one forlorn,
Or crazed with care, or crossed in love.

"One morn I missed him on.the hill,
Along the heath and near his tree;
Another came; nor beside rill,
Nor up lawn, nor at wood was he;
"The next with dirges in array
Through the church path we saw him borne.
Come and read ( thou canst read) the lay,
Graved on the stone beneath yon thorn. ti
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THE EPITAPH
Here rests upon the lap of Earth
He to Fortune and Fame unknown.
Fair Science frowned not on his birth;
Melancholy marked him her own.

Large his bounty, his soul sincere,
Heaven did large recompense send,
Gave Misery all he had, a tear,
Gained from lleaven (all wished) a friend.

No more his merits to disclose,
Or draw frailties from their abode.
( There they in trembling hope repose),
The bosom of his Father-God.
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Ballad

Well I got me a woman way 'cross this town,
she keeps the blues right in her hand.
Well I got me a woman way 'cross this town,
she keeps the blues right in her hand.
And if she don't let them blues go,
I've got to be a tortured man.

This guitar c alls you way far in this night,
but you ain't coming back no more.
This guitar calls you way far in this nieht,
but you ain't coming back no more.
Well it's one thing that you leave me, baby,
but when you going to shut the door?

Preacher-man with women lounging in his head
got blues strolling close at his side.
Preacher-man with women lounging in his head
got the blues to stroll nearby his side.
If that upright man don't cut loose soon
he'll get on his cloud and ride.
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College professor keep that book in lap,
but don't you freeze beside your lamp.
College professor keep that book in lap,
but don't you die beside that lamp.
You know them books you've got are dry and crisp,
but the ground is cold and damp.

It cannot pay to set foot out the bed
when them blues are on them blues,
It never pays to get out of the bed
when the blues are on the blues,
unless you plan to keep on going.
That's when a grown man pays his dues.
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On Truth

Truth a thing is not of stone.
The hammer strikes imperfectly:
But glancing into glassy skin
It fragments an anatomy.

The glitters twirl onto the floor,
Advert their variation.
The truth in random aspects lies
In colorful rotation.
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Sonnet: From a Freaked-out Friend

Reaching into the noise of the guitar,
Pulling out the tongs that attacked its heart,
I could imagine dancing lasting far
Into arid rooms, a bitch shaking her parts
For colored boys, and so I shook my guts
Inside out, waiting for the clock that starts
Ticking, telling of the sword that cuts
Itself.

I say somewhere there is an art

To paranoid or schizophrenic manic
Collapse-- the type seldom appreciated
By those who don't indulge-- the perfect panic,
Attendent social graces truly mated:
The seamless coat of method that conceals
The madness in our methods song reveals.
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Villanelle

Our words define what we don't want to say.
Our voices say what we d on't want to hear.
The dead are dead, the living fight the day.

The voice of man has not yet learned to pray;
The eyes of storms can never know the tear.
Our words define what we don't want to say.

We all are rising from the sluggish clay
To walk upright for what seems half a year:
The dead are dead, the living fight the day.

When men avert their eyes before the way,
The man is blind who says he is a seer.
Our words define what we don·• t want to say.

Nothing born of woman can betray
The shadow's darkness where it follows near.
The dead are dead, the living fight the day.

•
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How many men have ever come to lay
The dull chimera of their ug ly fear?
Our words define what we don't want to say:
The dead are dead, the living fight the day.
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Variations on a Theme by Dickey

A dream is raging in the dead still
Of night; pines thrust the cellarcold.
The moon's light rounds all edges.

Night rattles this dream's wild junk
Like a string of moist teeth.
The night is a slug's mouth.

My shoulders soak the sheet,
Biding unconscious night.
The wait of sweat, blind sight.

A cold creek fights in my wrists.

In the noise from vaca nt fields
I sense the feathered wings
Beating unseen, shouldering

The moondark
Where I have to stop
In the lowering of something's eyelid.

